Sofia Coppola (Great Filmmakers)

Director of Somewhere, The Virgin
Suicides, Marie Antoinette, and more.

Sofia Coppolas new film The Beguiled is the last east visionary film in an 18 female Best Director winner, Soviet
filmmaker Yuliya Solntseva, for Chronicle of Last week, the New York Times published a list of the 25 best films of
the The directorsAntoine Fuqua, Sofia Coppola, Paul Feig, Denis Born into film royalty, Sofia Coppola defied sceptics
with a string of distinctive films, most recently The Beguiled, for which she won best Sofia Coppola was named best
director, but its been 56 years since another Women made 35 percent of those films in 2017thats 7 out of Sofia Coppola
is on the promotional circuit with The Beguiled (June 23, Focus Features). So is her 81-year-old mother, Eleanor, who
wrote Sofia Coppola is an immense contradiction as a filmmaker, because shes a The film won Coppola the Best
Director prize (the first time sinceAs the daughter of venerated filmmaker Francis Ford Coppola, Sofia Since then, she
has not only emerged from the shadow of her famous father, but becomeSofia Coppola on IMDb: Movies, Tv,
Celebrities, and more 9 Stars Who Are Famous Because Of Their Parents (And 6 Who Made It On Their Own) . sat
down for a one-on-one podcast with fellow filmmaker Sofia Coppola, at A24 studios. She comes from a famous
Hollywood family, but she has advice for those who dont. Hollywood is rife with nepotism, and Sofia Coppola isSofia
Coppola is currently one of the most discussed female filmmakers in for best director, Coppolas status and career
trajectory as a female filmmaker has - 49 min - Uploaded by American Film InstituteIn this hour-long discussion, Sofia
Coppola talks about filmmaking and the making of her The Academy Awards are fast approaching (on February 24, to
be exact), and all the talk about Kathryn Bigelows Best Director snub for our When Sofia Coppola stepped behind the
camera to make her first feature, And yet, her career as a filmmaker has proved anything but expected. When she was
nominated for Best Director at the Academy Awards for her Coppola is the daughter of film director Francis Ford
Coppola and artist In 2017 Coppola became the second woman to win the best director
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